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introduction
In the mid 1960s many of our observational techniques, for instance using wa-
ter bottles and reversing thermometers, had changed little since the voyages of HMS 
“Challenger” (Wyville-Thompson and Murray, 1882–1895) and SMS “Gazelle” (Hydro-
gräphisches Amt der Admiralität, 1888) in the late 19th century. During the late 1960s 
and early 1970s, the advent of solid-state electronics and the ability for the first time to 
measure currents deep within the ocean using neutrally buoyant floats, (Swallow, 1955), 
and moored current meters (Richardson et al., 1963) were starting to open up new pos-
sibilities. Swallow’s observations aboard R/V “Aries” in 1960 (Crease, 1962; Swallow, 
1971) provided striking evidence that deep ocean currents are more energetic and variable 
than expected. This is now known as mesoscale variability and posed new challenges for 
oceanographic research.
The research in POLYGON–70 (Brekhovskikh et al., 1971) and the 1972 Mid-
Ocean Dynamics Experiment (MODE) (MODE Group, 1978) was at the start of two new 
directions of science and technology that were to develop enormously over the coming 
decades. The first was the use of recording current meters that could be deployed for 
months and eventually for years. The second was the exploration of the ocean mesoscale 
by using those long current meter records from arrays of moorings and from newer ver-
sions of Swallow’s floats. (Koshlyakov, Monin, 1978).
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In this paper, the authors describe the work of the Scientific Committee for Oceanic 
Research (SCOR)’s Working Group 21 and, particularly, the WG’s activities aboard RV 
“Akademik Kurchatov”. They describe their personal memories of the voyage and their 
subsequent research relating to the use of current meters and the investigation of the 
oceans’ mesoscale variability and global scale circulation.
SCOR Working group-21
The involvement with POLYGON–70 was to allow Working Group 21 to carry out 
an intercomparison of different types of moored current meters. The Working Group was 
chaired by John Swallow1, with whom John Gould worked at the UK National Institute 
of Oceanography.
The aim of the Working Group was “To design and compose the means of carrying 
out an intercomparison at sea of the principal current measuring systems now employed 
for the continuous recording of current velocity on moored stations”, (SCOR, 1966)2. 
These intercomparisons were designed to show how various designs of instruments re-
sponded to ocean variability so as to be able to compare and combine records and to 
know their accuracy. Some current meters used propellers that, by nature, were directional. 
Others used rotors that had a uniform directional response. The other concern was that 
the size of the directional vane sensor varied greatly between instruments and therefore 
had a wide range of response timescales. The early discussions of the group are described 
in SCOR (1970). The first intercomparison experiment was in August 1967 organised by 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) at their Site D on the continental slope 
aboard the little (30 m) R/V “Gosnold”. The instruments involved were Plessey MO21 
(UK), Aanderaa RCM4 (Norway), Geodyne (USA) and the German designed and built 
Tiefenstrommesser. All the speed sensors were calibrated in a tow tank before the cruise. It 
had been planned that two scientists from the P.P. Shirshov Institute, (Kyrill Chekotillo and 
Boris Shekvatov), would join the intercomparison with Alekseev BPV2 instruments but, 
as was reported at the SCOR executive meeting in Warnemünde, DDR in October 1967, 
“Unfortunately at the last minute neither the USSR participants nor their Alekseev meters 
were available”. Three moorings were laid on 16–17 July and recovered on 24 July.
Not all of the instruments worked perfectly, but after the analysis the WG con-
cluded that another intercomparison would be needed to resolve the differences found 
in 1967. The report of the SCOR Executive meeting in August 1969 (SCOR, 1969) sets 
the context for the R/V “Akademik Kurchatov” exercise.
1  Other members were Kyrill Chekotillo (PP Shirshov Institute, USSR), Nick Fofonoff (Woods Hole Ocean-
ographic Institution, USA), Thor Kvinge, (Christian Michelson Institute, Bergen Norway), Boris Shekh-
vatov, (PP Shirshov Institute, USSR), Gerold Siedler (Institut für Meereskunde, Kiel, F.R.G.), and Ferris 
Webster (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, USA). 
2 The SCOR Proceedings are available online in the Publications section of https://scor-int.org 
A summary of membership, terms of reference, at-sea intercomparisons and link to reports is available 
online at https://scor-int.org/group/21.
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“The working group learned with great interest of the proposed expedition of the 
R/V "Akademik Kurchatov" in early 1970, during which it was planned that a large number of 
Alekseev current meters will be moored in a small area in the trade-wind region of the Eastern 
North Atlantic. Dr. Chekotillo invited members of the working group to consider the possibili-
ty of participation in the expedition. It was unanimously agreed that this excellent opportunity 
for further intercomparison of current meters should not be missed. The working group invites 
the approval of SCOR for the proposal outlined below, and if such approval is forthcoming 
requests that SCOR should communicate its approval to the USSR Academy of Sciences. 
It is proposed that three of each of the following types of current meters should be pro-
vided for inclusion in the array of Alekseev meters, for comparison over a period of about two 
weeks: Geodyne, Aanderaa, Plessey, Braincon. (Note:(1) It is unlikely that the new Hydrow-
erkstätten meters will be available before May 1970 (2) The group wishes to propose includ-
ing Braincon meters in view of their extensive use by the Bedford Institute, Canada.) It is un-
derstood that it may be convenient for the R/V "Akademik Kurchatov" to call at Southampton 
Figure 1. Mooring design used in the 1967 intercomparison. (Source SCOR WG21 report). 
(Unless otherwise indicated illustrations are by the authors).
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(UK) in mid-January 1970 to take equipment and visiting scientists on board, and might land 
the equipment there in April. It is proposed that the Geodyne and Braincon meters should 
be shipped to UK from Woods Hole and Bedford Institute. Aanderaa and Plessey meters, 
and possibly some Braincons, can be provided from UK sources. Although all members of 
the group would have wished to take part if possible, other commitments prevent Mr. Kvinge 
and Drs. Siedler and Swallow from doing so. Drs. Fofonoff and Webster hope to be able to 
participate, and suggest that Mr. R. Heinmiller (WHOI) be invited as well. Mr. W. J. Gould 
(UK, NIO) and Dr. W. Zenk (FRG, Kiel) are willing to take part and would take care of the 
Aanderaa and Plessey meters. Dr. Mann was unable to accept personally an invitation to par-
ticipate, due to another seagoing commitment, but suggested that Mr. C.K. Ross and possibly 
one other from the Bedford Institute, Canada might be able to do so. It is proposed, therefore, 
that permission should be sought for the following six or seven visitors to join R/V "Akademik 
Kurchatov" at Southampton in mid-January 1970: Dr. Fofonoff, Dr. Webster, Mr. Heinmiller 
(WHOI), Mr. Gould (NIO), Mr. Ross +1 other(BIO), Dr. Zenk (IfM, Kiel).
It is proposed that the six or seven visitors should leave at the first port after the 
14-day moorings have been recovered, probably Dakar or Gibraltar in mid-February.”
During her 6th voyage R/V “Akademik Kurchatov”, the world’s largest research 
vessel at the time, had visited Boston in October 1969 and been open to the public. The 
vessel had attracted large crowds. Participation in the SCOR intercomparison would pres-
ent a first-hand opportunity to see the vessel and collaborate in Soviet marine science.
Figure 2. Crowds waiting to visit R/V “Akademik Kurchatov” in the Port of Boston, USA, 
in October 1969. (Image provided by Museum of the World Ocean, Kaliningrad, Russia).
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The second intercomparison aboard R/V “akademik kurchatov”
On March 7th 1970 five scientists3 and their equipment left Dove (UK) harbour on 
a small boat and sailed out to meet R/V “Akademik Kurchatov” and to take part in the 
intercomparison. Also joining the ship was Dr. Gilbert Jaffe, the Director of the US Na-
tional Ocean Survey’s National Oceanographic Instrumentation Center, Washing ton, 
DC who was there at the invitation of the Soviet Academy of Sciences. Ferris Webster 
also went out to the ship. As a member of the WG he went onboard to learn as much as 
he could about the plans for the cruise. We immediately learned that the chief scientist 
was Dr. Ivanov-Franskevitch, and that the main cruise objective was to make a detailed 
survey of the currents and water structure in an area of the southern North Atlantic near 
15°N 35°W. The moorings for the SCOR experiment were to be in addition to those 
of the array already laid by the sister ship of R/V “Akademik Kurchatov”, R/V “Dmit-
riy Mendeleev”. It was expected that SCOR participants would be on board for about 
3 weeks. We also learned for the first time that two scientists from the Institute für 
Meereskunde, Warnemünde, DDR would take part in the intercomparison with their 
LSK instruments.
The passage southwards was spent learning about the Soviet mooring design. It had 
been known ahead of the cruise that the moorings used a continuous wire joining the 
anchor to the large surface buoy with a tall mast and radar reflector. The Soviet Alek-
seev instruments were attached to the wire with a triangular frame. A similar system was 
incorporated in the design of the Plessey instrument but the Aanderaa (also sometimes 
referred to as Bergen), Geodyne, Braincon current meters were normally coupled directly 
into the mooring line. Suitable brackets for these instruments had been constructed in the 
UK and on the passage south these were modified to fit the clamps usually used on Soviet 
moorings. A standard 15-minute sample rate was chosen for all instruments apart from the 
LSK, which took 10-minute samples. Two models of Alekseev were used, BPV-2 at 200 
and 500 m and BPV-3 (with titanium cases) at 1000 m.
The moorings were laid on 20 and 21 March at the corners of a 5-mile square 
centred on 16°33'N, 32°50'W. Three moorings were recovered on 2 April (I, II and III). 
Mooring IV was recovered the following day.
Not all instruments produced good records for the entire period of the intercompar-
ison but there was clearly enough data among the pairings to suggest that the experiment 
would produce useful results. The ship arrived in Monrovia, Liberia on April 7th and the 
scientists who had boarded in Dover disembarked and flew home. 
Copies of all the data records were sent to WHOI by the end of September and were 
processed and displayed using software developed by WHOI. Kyrill Chekatillo spent the 
period from mid-October 1970 to February 1971 at WHOI and was joined by John Gould 
and Don Lawrence for 2 weeks in mid-December during which time the data were ana-
lysed and the draft report produced.
3  John Gould (UK), Walter Zenk (F.R.G.), Charlie Ross, Don Lawrence (Canada), Bob Heinmiller (USA). 
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Aanderaa (Norway) Alexeev BPV2 and BPV3 (Right) (USSR) 
Braincon (USA) Geodyne (USA) 
Plessey (UK) LSK (DDR) 
Figure 3. The current meters used in the 1970 experiment and their country of origin.
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It became clear immediately that there were significant performance differences 
between the instruments. Though all of them captured the overall direction of flow 
during the intercomparison period (within 6°), there were significant differences in the 
mean speeds measured – as revealed by the lengths of the progressive vector diagrams. 
The most obvious difference within pairings was in the vector variance of the records 
revealed graphically in the vector distribution plots that showed an absence of low 
speed readings particularly in the Braincon and Aanderaa instruments, both of which 
used rotor speed sensors and neither of which were deployed in their normal “in line” 
manner. The Plessey instruments showed this property to a lesser degree. The Geodyne 
instruments, though they also used a rotor speed sensor, did not exhibit a lack of low 
speeds. This was attributed to the instrument’s small direction vane which was sampled 
every 5 seconds for 2.5 minutes and combined vectorially with the speed readings. 
This behaviour was not seen in the 1967 intercomparison on moorings with subsurface 
buoyancy.
The Alexeev records were not immune to problems. In particular they seemed to 
amplify variability (speeds were anomalously low during quiet periods and anomalously 
Figure 4. Left – Schematic of the current meters and their attachment to the mooring line. 
Right – Mooring positions. (Images from SCOR WG21 report).
Table 1. The pairings and depths of the current meters.
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high when flows were energetic). The report went on to examine the spectra of the current 
meter records and the coherence vertically and horizontally.
The main conclusions were that overall the current meters all made good estimates 
of the long-term vector mean but noted that the agreement was largely fortuitous because 
of the underlying problems of speed and direction sensor response.
The most far-reaching conclusion was drawn from the outcome of both the 1967 
and 1970 intercomparisons and is worth reporting verbatim here.
“It is recommended that users of moored current meters should study the effects of 
mooring design, and mounting of instruments, on the intensity of high frequency fluctua-
tions and the consequences of such fluctuations in contaminating records obtained should 
also be studied.”
SCOR Wg 21 after pOlygOn–70
There were a number of subsequent meetings of the WG at which it was discussed 
how to resolve the differences revealed by the R/V “Akademik Kurchatov” experiment. 
There was also a recommendation for an intercomparison experiment in shallow water 
though this was not carried out. A third intercomparison was done in August 1972 at 
Woods Hole Site D. John Gould and Kyrill Chekatillo took part, as did Anatoly Suslyaev 
of the Shirshov Institute. The experiment involved Alekseev, LSK, Geodyne model 850 
(as used on R/V “Akademik Kurchatov”) and VACM4 (Vector Averaging Current Meter, 
AMF, USA) on surface and subsurface moorings. The moorings were only 400 m apart 
(they had been planned to be 1km apart) with instrument groups at 50, 200 and 1000 m on 
the surface mooring and at 160 and 1000 m on the subsurface buoy. All the instruments 
were attached to the moorings in the manner in which they were designed to operate. The 
experiment lasted from 22 August to 4 September during which time a tropical storm 
4  The VACM as designed to convert frequently sampled speed and direction (8 samples for each revolution 
of the rotor) that are summed as north and east components, thus eliminating the issue of mismatch of the 
time response of the rotor and vane. This is known as "burst sampling".
Figure 5. Preparation of mooring components. Left – Reinforcing the lower plate of the huge 
surface buoy. Centre – Assembling an attachment triangle for the different current meter types. 
Right – One of the SCOR mooring buoys.
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passed near the moorings with wind speeds reaching 20 m/s near the end of the inter-
comparison period. Telemetry showed that the moorings did tangle for a short while but 
separated with no damage.
The results showed that on the subsurface mooring all paired instruments agreed 
very closely whereas on the surface mooring there was clear evidence that the Alekseev 
and Geodyne instruments had anomalously high energy at high frequencies and this find-
ing explained the discrepancies between instruments during the R/V “Akademik Kurcha-
tov” experiment.
This finding was confirmed subsequently by comparisons made by Gould and Sam-
buco, (1974) who compared earlier WHOI measurements using Geodyne instruments on 
surface and subsurface moorings.
personal R/V “akademik kurchatov” memories
It is hard to remember the world 50 years ago. John Gould was 27 and had been 
working with Dr. John Swallow at the National Institute of Oceanography (NIO) for 
only three years, learning how to operate moored current meters (Aanderaa, Brain-
con and Plessey) and how to deploy and track neutrally buoyant floats. John Gould 
knew more about recent Russian music (Stravinsky and Shostakovich) than about So-
viet oceanography since almost all papers were in Russian. Walter Zenk is three years 
older. After finishing his study of electrical engineering at the Technical University 
in Aachen (RWTH) he had already gained his doctorate in oceanography with Prof. 
Günter Dietrich. He worked as a research scientist with Prof. Gerold Siedler (a member 
of WG21) in the physical oceanography department of the Institut für Meereskunde 
(IfM) in Kiel. His first cruise on the, then new, FS “Meteor” took place in early 1967 
where he collected and later analysed continuous hydrographic profiles and moored 
current meter data from the Mediterranean outflow west of the Straits of Gibraltar. He 
was interested to see on R/V “Akademik Kurchatov” in 1970 that Russian colleagues 
under the leadership of Academician K.N. Fedorov had their own conductivity-temper-
ature-depth (CTD) profiler (AIST) operated on a single-conductor cable and that for 
backup and calibration, all CTD profiles were accompanied by classical hydrographic 
bottle and reversing thermometer samples, exactly as Walter Zenk had experienced on 
FS “Meteor” three years earlier. 
Both John Gould and Walter Zenk had limited experience of foreign travel. John 
Gould had been on holidays by car to Germany and France, and to conferences in Berne 
and Dublin. Walter Zenk had his first contact with sea-going research on a student cruise 
with the research cutter “Alkor” to the Skagerrak and off Norway with Prof. Dietrich. 
A trip on the “Alkor” would quickly reveal whether someone was really “seaworthy” and 
not prone to seasickness. Unfortunately, Walter Zenk did not belong to this elite group of 
observational oceanographers. It was in Dublin at the ICES symposium on ocean varia-
bility in late September 1969 that John Gould first learned about his possible involvement 
in the R/V “Akademik Kurchatov” experiment – on a Soviet ship!
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Our knowledge of the Soviet Union had come from the western media and we knew 
of its space technology – Sputnik, Laika, Yuri Gagarin. However we knew little about So-
viet marine science and technology – except that for us the subject was “oceanography” 
and for them, “oceanology”.
For German citizens the post-war division of their country was a stark fact that 
made bilateral scientific cooperation between the “two Germanys” very difficult if not 
impossible. Only formal high-level exchanges through international bodies like SCOR 
made blue water oceanographic collaboration between the two states possible.
The practical organisation of the SCOR intercomparison aboard R/V “Akademik 
Kurchatov” was challenging and mostly arranged by John Swallow and the NIO admin-
istration. In short, we had to get the American equipment and people, Bob Heinmiller 
and George Tupper (who would help set up the Geodyne current meters), the Canadians 
(Charlie Ross and Don Lawrence) and Walter Zenk from Kiel to the UK in time to join the 
ship. Walter had hoped he could embark as R/V “Akademik Kurchatov” passed through 
the Kiel Canal but was told that this would not be possible. In any case when was the 
ship going to arrive? The original plan was for late January 1970, but the NIO started to 
receive regular telegrams (to its telegraphic address, OCEANS WORMLEY) from the 
Shirshov Institute (John Gould thinks via the Soviet Embassy in London) telling us that 
the sailing was delayed because of severe ice conditions in the Baltic Sea. Spring of that 
year was a bad season as documented by Löptien and Dietze (2014). 
Eventually we decided that the Americans and Canadians should come to NIO 
and wait. They stayed in the 16th Century White Hart Inn which was very pretty, though 
it was not very well heated. We all had the required vaccinations and a Senegalese visa 
in our passports for our expected return from Dakar. Week followed week with further 
delays announced and then in late February a message to say we might land in Libe-
ria – so we had to get new visas. At last, we received word that R/V “Akademik Kur-
chatov” would be passing Dover (not Southampton as originally planned) on March 7th. 
Figure 6. The AIST (Stork) CTD aboard R/V “Akademik Kurchatov” and being deployed  
with a watersample bottle (Right) (Photographs by the authors).
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So, off we set to on the 100 mile journey to Dover by car and with the equipment in the 
NIO’s lorry. On the quayside we met for the first time Gil Jaffe there at the invitation of 
the Soviet Academy of Sciences as an observer. Even before we sailed we were reminded 
how different this trip was to be. Walter Zenk remembers clearing UK customs at the fer-
ry terminal in Dover and the officer’s surprised face when he checked the disembarkation 
card and saw far-off Africa as the destination instead of the usual Ostende or Calais.
We sailed off in a little pilot boat to meet the huge (141 m) white R/V “Akademik 
Kurchatov” which appeared from the east through the mist on that cold spring day. A door 
opened in the side and first Ferris Webster boarded to learn as much as he could about 
the plans then we and the equipment followed. Soon Ferris left, the door closed and our 
adventure started. The first surprise was to learn of the participation of scientists from the 
Figure 7. Left – Embarking in Dover. Right – R/V “Akademik Kurchatov”  
appears out of the mist.
Figure 8. The SCOR WG 21 scientists. L to R Walter Zenk, Bob Heinmiller, Gilbert Jaffe, Kyrill 
Chekatillo, John Gould, Don Lawrence, Eberhard Francke, Günter Plüschke, Charlie Ross. 
(Photograph from by R/V “Akademik Kurchatov” photographer).
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IfM in Warnemünde. For Walter Zenk, Eberhard Franke and Günther Plüschke were the 
first people he had ever met from the DDR, “the other” Germany. It was an overwhelming 
experience. They were in charge of the LSK current meters, which we discovered was a 
high-precision instrument built in their lab in Warnemünde totally independent of western 
components and tools. Today it is hard to realize the separation of the two Germanys. To 
most marine scientists in Kiel, Boston and Woods Hole on the other side of the Atlantic 
Ocean seemed closer than Warnemünde only 200 km to the Southeast. E. Francke et al. 
(1977) wrote a summary of the intercomparison in the IfM Warnemünde journal.
Neither of us kept a diary but instead we can best describe the voyage in a series of 
impressions – many that were novel or strange.
food and drink. We ate well, though there were many new dishes and experiences: 
Kvass, beer made from stale bread and what we referred to as “Georgian crushed chicken” 
cooked on the stove top under a heavy weight that broke the bones. Lots of pickled vege-
tables – not John Gould’s favourite. The traditional Russian home-style meals were served 
by skilled waitresses punctually as on all ships. “Sailors’ Sundays” on Thursdays with cake 
in the afternoon were a routine familiar to Walter Zenk but not to John Gould.
John Gould was surprised that everyone did not eat in the same dining room (mess). 
On UK ships scientists, technicians and officers all ate together and the crew ate separate-
ly but he had expected a more egalitarian system. Vodka and toasts were a different way 
of drinking and even the large quantities didn’t seem to give you a hangover. It was good 
training for later involvement with Scandinavian scientists in the ICES Oceanic Hydrog-
raphy Working Group where there were plenty of toasts.
Women at sea. There were a few women scientists on western ships but at that 
time no crew members. R/V “Akademik Kurchatov” was different and the effort to 
give them all a free day on International Women’s day when all ladies were served by 
their male colleagues independent of their social or maritime status highlighted the 
difference.
Figure 9. Left – Crew playing draughts. Right – SCOR scientists prepare to clean the decks 
under the leadership of Academician Konstantin Fedorov (Dark Jacket).
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films. Just as on our ships, “Film night” was a pleasant interlude but there seemed 
to be a lot of war films.
meeting other ships at sea. We had never been on ships where there were transfers 
of people and equipment between ships at sea. This seemed to happen quite often and was 
often an excuse for a party. 
announcements. The loudspeakers in the labs and cabins woke us cheerily each 
morning at 0700 and seemed to be talking to us continuously throughout each day.
echo sounding. On our ships the echo sounder was central to everything we did 
and all cruises collected soundings routinely. We never saw an echosounder on R/V 
“Akademik Kurchatov”.
Teaching english. As a real “Englishman” John Gould was asked if he would give 
English lessons. He had never realised until then what a complicated language English is. 
For every rule there are ten exceptions.
living in a bubble. Our SCOR WG21 work was embedded in the wider operation 
of Polygon–70. We realised that it was a big exercise because of all the other ships we met 
but we think it was not until the mid 1970s that we discovered that POLYGON–70 was 
a Soviet exercise to explore the oceanic thermohaline finestructure (Fedorov, 1976) and 
mesoscale (Koshlyakov, Monin, 1978).
mooring work. The hardware was very different – huge surface buoys, continuous 
(ungalvanized) wire, relatively small anchors, having to solve the practical problems of 
attaching various types of instruments, deployment over a davit rather than an A frame 
from considerable height, surprise at the wide range of recording media (magnetic tape, 
photographic film, printed paper), first time we had seen the use of titanium (in the BPV-3 
pressure cases) See Figure 3.
hospitality and friendship. We were made very welcome and came home with 
suitcases full of badges, flags, postcards and bottles of Armenian brandy. We had come 
ill-prepared to reciprocate, though Bob Heinmiller left several pairs of true American blue 
jeans on board.
Figure 10. Meeting with sister ship R/V “Dmitry Mendeleev”.
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The farewell party a few days before landing in Monrovia was memorable. In the 
morning all of us were part of the thorough cleaning of the decks. In the evening the huge 
mess room was decorated with the all our national flags and of course two for Germany. 
The Captain elected his international guests to membership in the elite “Akademik Kur-
chatov Club” and we all accepted our certificate decorated with Neptune and his Trident. 
(Figure 11).
So finally, it was time to leave R/V “Akademik Kurchatov”, in Monrovia – a sur-
prise to most of us on board as we had expected to leave in Dakar and we were eager 
to send telegrams to warn of our return. For Walter Zenk, sending news of the plans 
for his return was particularly important since he was to get married to Maren in ear-
ly May. In the middle of the cruise he wrote a short telegram including the estimated 
Figure 11. Cocktail party on International Women’s Day JG and Bob 
Heinmiller at the farewell party*. The flags of the SCOR countries 
including two German flags. Membership certificate and souvenir badges. 
(Photograph* by R/V “Akademik Kurchatov” photographer). 
Figure 12. Left – The Monrovia iron ore mountain; Right – Farewell to R/V “Akademik Kurchatov”.
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time of arrival (ETA) in Monrovia and delivered it to the radio operator. However, the 
ship’s Captain had, without telling Walter Zenk, deleted the information about where 
the cruise would end. The shortened message caused tremendous confusion and some 
anxiety in Kiel.
This was to be our first experience of Africa. As was usual with research ships we 
docked a long way from town so the walk to find a bar and some local food (John Gould 
seems to remember having a buffalo burger) – it seemed that everyone in a position of au-
thority spoke with an American accent and there was an enormous dusty mountain of iron 
ore ready for export. We had been longer at sea than we (or our colleagues and relations 
at home) had expected so we were eager to get flights. John Gould’s was with UTA via 
Paris (le Bourget) to London. The plane left after midnight so it was a dark 35-mile taxi 
ride into the unknown until a few lights appeared in the distance. He remembers clearly 
seeing the plane’s landing lights en route appearing out of the humid African night and 
then up the boarding steps and into a different world. 
And so eventually he arrived at London Heathrow and was, for the only time in his 
life stopped by the customs official. He must have looked very suntanned, had lost weight 
and had a beard – very suspicious!
Customs – “Which flight have you arrived on?”
John Gould – “From Paris”
Customs – “What were you doing in Paris?”
John Gould – “I was en route from Liberia”
Customs – “What were you doing in Liberia?”
John Gould – “I had left a ship”
Customs – “What ship was that?”
John Gould – “A Soviet research ship”
Customs – “Where did you join the ship?”
John Gould – “Dover”
Customs – “Please open your case”.
There were lots of souvenirs from R/V “Akademik Kurchatov” to support my story 
and nothing illegal and so out I went to find that my wife Hilary had been waiting there 
for hours. The adventure was over but after 50 years the memories are still vivid. Walter 
Zenk being an employee in public service had to wait for two days in Dakar for the next 
Lufthansa flight further delaying his homecoming. The edited telegram and its conse-
quences are an often-repeated anecdote in the Zenk family and particularly in May 2020 
at their 50th wedding anniversary celebrations.
Our science after R/V “akademik kurchatov”
After our adventure on R/V “Akademik Kurchatov”, we returned to our research – 
each of us contributing to both developing better and longer current meter records and 
also to addressing the wider objective of POLYGON–70, learning more about the oceans’ 
thermohaline fine structure and mesoscale variability.
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 John Gould analysed long current meter records collected from the NE Atlantic 
and in particular focussed on their ability to reveal details of the internal wave spectrum, 
later corresponding with Konstantin Sabinin, a world leader in the field. He was awarded 
his Doctorate in late 1971 and then spent 1972 at WHOI, taking part in and analysing the 
third WG21 intercomparison but also analysing WHOI’s past records from surface and 
subsurface moorings and thus reinforcing the SCOR findings (Gould, Sambuco, 1972). 
While he was in Woods Hole planning was underway for the US/UK Mid-Ocean Dynam-
ics Experiment (MODE) and he took part in the experiment aboard the RRS (Royal Re-
search Ship) “Discovery” making him the only person to have taken part in the fieldwork 
of MODE and POLYGON–70. He particularly analysed the current meter and float data 
using objective analysis to map the flow field (Freeland, Gould, 1976).
From 1965 on, continuously measuring CTD probes enabled totally new insights into 
oceanic fine structures. The marine physics department of IfM Kiel was among the first 
groups to discuss the newly detected thermohaline “staircase” below the Mediterranean 
Outflow layer in the Northeast Atlantic (Siedler, Zenk, 1981). Main results entered the unique 
monograph about fine structure in the world ocean by Academician K.N. Fedorov (1976), 
who was a major participant in the POLYGON–70 voyage of R/V “Akademik Kurchatov” 
when Walter Zenk had the opportunity to meet him for the first time. Both John Gould and 
Walter Zenk along with other members of SCOR WG21 (Fofonoff, Siedler, Swallow and 
Webster) were co-authors of the main publication from MODE (MODE Group, 1976).
 After POLYGON–70 and MODE the US/USSR POLYMODE collaboration ex-
plored the wider distribution of mesoscale variability. (Bob Heinmiller became executive 
manager of POLYMODE and an earlier innovator of electronic communication, Kubany, 
2008). In parallel, European countries deployed both floats and current meters to explore the 
mesoscale in the NE Atlantic in the North East Atlantic Dynamic Study (NEADS). This re-
vealed new features of the mean circulation and variability (Dickson et al., 1982; Dickson 
et al., 1985). There were also new revelations about frontal structures south of the Azores 
(Gould, 1985). The ability to collect current meter records for as long as a year through 
painstaking engineering trials such as those at Woods Hole Site D (Heinmiller, 1976) al-
lowed us to start to quantify components of the global scale mean circulation. For example, 
a subsurface current meter mooring at the Shag Rocks Passage measured the permanent 
overflow of Antarctic bottom water across the deepest sill of the Scotia Ridge at the south-
ern rim of the Argentinean Basin (Zenk, 1981). The Kiel mooring 276 site in the Azores 
Basin has been maintained continuously since 1980 (Siedler et al., 2005).
We started to realise the wide variety of eddy-like structures and Walter Zenk ex-
plored the mesoscale salt lenses of Mediterranean Water in the Atlantic (Armi, Zenk, 
1984). McDowell and Rossby (1978) used the name “Meddy” for these baroclinic species 
in the ever-expanding eddy zoo (Stommel et al., 1977). Meddies were found to substan-
tially influence the shape of the Mediterranean Water tongue, acting as salinity sourc-
es far from their origin in the Gulf of Cadiz. Many years later our Russian colleagues 
D.Y. Mikhin and O.A. Godin (1997), studied the acoustic effect of drifting meddies from 
a theoretical standpoint. (Godin had been a guest investigator at IfM, Kiel).
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In the 1980s, following the launch of radar altimeter satellites the research of our 
institutes (IfM Kiel that became GEOMAR and UK NIO that became the Institute of 
Oceanographic Sciences and then the Southampton Oceanography Centre) turned to-
wards planning for the World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE). WOCE was to 
take a global perspective and would make observations between 1990 and 1998.
IfM moved focus from mesoscale eddy research to WOCE sites in the South At-
lantic. Basin-wide hydrographic sections, repeat surveys, and more arrays of moored 
current meters supplemented by eddy-resolving RAFOS floats were the main tools 
for its the large-scale field work. The UK foci in WOCE were the North Atlantic 
and Southern Ocean occupying trans-oceanic sections and deploying moorings as a 
means of quantifying the global circulation (Haine et al., 1998), (Cunningham et al., 
2003, 2007) and studying the gyre-scale circulation (Read, Gould, 1992).
The main results of WOCE were published in two comprehensive books edited by 
Siedler, Church and Gould (2001) after the final WOCE conference in Halifax in 1998 
and taking a wider perspective (Siedler et al., 2013). The breakup of the USSR and its 
economic consequences limited Russian ship-based involvement in WOCE but it was a 
pleasure to work again with Vladimir Kamenkovich, Michael Koshlyakov and especially 
for John Gould to visit Moscow in 1990 and 1996 when he was able to meet Konstantin 
Sabinin for the first time.
Our understanding of, and ability to observe, the oceans has advance in ways that 
few of us could have imagined in 1970. We can routinely monitor not just the oceans’ 
surface but it interior thanks to robotic Argo floats (Roemmich et al., 2019), derivatives 
from Swallow’s neutrally buoyant floats. The assimilation of these data and satellite ob-
servations allow us all to see the global-scale ocean routinely.
Closing remark. It was at the WOCE workshop in Zvenigorod (west of Moscow) 
in January 1990 that Nikolai Maximenko, a researcher at the P.P. Shirshov Institute, ap-
proached John Gould. He told him of his study of the effects of mooring motion on cur-
rent meter recordings during Megapolygon–87 (Maxcimenko, 1992). And so, the story 
had come full circle. 
Figure 13. Sea surface height in May 2020 showing mesoscale structures and the position of the 
Polygon–70 moored array. Produced from https://resources.marine.copernicus.eu/
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Annex 1
SCOR Wg-21 Timeline
(Extracted from SCOR Proceedings available online at https://scor-int.org/work/
publications/)
1966  SCOR endorses formation of WG21 following recommendation of IOC 
Res. IV–7.
1967 18 April First meeting NIO Wormley UK.
 6 July–7 August Group meets WHOI, USA and conducts first intercompar-
ison 16–24 July.
1968 Interim report of WHOI submitted 20 May.
1969 Meets in Dublin 25–27 Sept. to plan Kurchatov Experiment.
 Report of first Intercomparison published 12/12/1969. 
UNESCO Technical Paper in Marine Science. No. 11.
1970 Second intercomparison during Polygon–70. 20 March–3 April.
 Mid-December, https://scor-int.org/work/publications/ data analysis at 
WHOI.
1971 August Meets during IUGG Assembly in Moscow.
1972 Third intercomparison WHOI August.
1974 At SCOR meeting in Guayaquil in December. Decision is taken to wind up 
WG21.
 Second Intercomparison Report Published 27/5/1974. 
UNESCO Technical Paper in Marine Science. No. 17.
1976 Third Intercomparison Report Published 12/4/1976. 
UNESCO Technical Paper in Marine Science. No. 23.
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